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About This Game

Protect your planet from alien invaders in this unique RTS experience

Reposition Satellites and Manually dictate their targets

Manage your Energy reserves to send Satellites into orbit or unleash Planetary Powers

Balance the Strengths of each unique Satellite against the weaknesses of aliens

Key Features

Campaign Mode: 5 Planets, 5 levels each!

3 Challenge Levels: Put your tactical satellite skills to the test! Each level features a unique challenge which puts a spin
on the Orbit formula.

Perfection is possible: Each Campaign & Challenge level features a unique (non-random) sequence of aliens which
assault your planet, and a unique set of available Satellites with which to fight them off. By learning the sequence in
which enemies attack, it is possible to defend against enemies in an optimal manner and get a 3 Star Rating.
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4 Endless Modes: Go for the high-score as you fend off an infinite swarm of aliens. These modes auto-save after each
wave you complete, so you never lose your progress.

Steam Leaderboards: Compare your Campaign, Challenge, and Endless score totals against players from around the
World

Unique Satellites + Enemies: Every Satellite has it's role, every enemy has its weakness. No single Satellite or enemy is
just a stronger version of another; this is a game about strategy, not brute-force one-upmanship.

Dynamic Difficulty: The better you get at the game, the more the Spawner Systems will challenge you. Replaying
Campaign levels will get more difficult the better you get at them.

Designed for Desktop: Optimized for Mouse/Keyboard; Orbit: Satellite Defense has shed it's mobile past. Features
Keyboard shortcuts for all on-screen buttons. Manual Targeting has been assigned to Right-Mouse button to eliminate
the Satellite pop-up Menu, streamlining the overall gameplay experience.
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Title: Orbit: Satellite Defense
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Bluish-Green Productions
Publisher:
Bluish-Green Games Inc.
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP 3, Vista, 7

Processor: Intel(R) Core 2 Duo (TM) 2.0 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Mobile Intel(R) 965 Express Chipset Family

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 35 MB available space

English
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Nostalgic for an hour or two, and that's about all that's going for it. Read the comics to avoid the terrible voice acting and menial
tasks. Play a different Telltale for a well-presented game/story hybrid.. Enemy Gargant goes in, sees another Gargant, anti
infantry tanks, Mega Armored Nobz, Morkanauts and then proceeds to attack a fresh troop of Squigs worth 50 requisition
points. After killing 10 out of 100 he thinks that he did a good job and pats himself on the shoulder, before beeing ripped to
shreds by the aforementioned troops.

Whoever programmed this absolutely braindead AI, did an ATROCIOUS job. Great game, but this one aspect absolutely
destroys immersion and any feel of challenge.

Requested refund. When the developers fix the terrible AI, I'll repurchase it, but until then: absolutely not recommended.. Just
don't.. First Play Video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zum1ApjMf-E

Even with a mouse and keyboard because my old RumblePad2 isn't supported in this twin stick shooter, I still had a blast!

Game runs super smooth and fast. Very colorful and vibrate gameplay makes this game easy to look at and enjoy.

For any fan of the old school asteroids, Super Stardust on the Playstation console, or the mega popular Geometry Wars games,
this game is "Must Buy" period. 8.5 out of 10.

Best feature IMO: The ability to use salvage points acquired in the gameplay to choose your own powerups and add-on perks for
your ship. Making your ship the way you want is a nice feature missing from a lot of these Asteroid genre shooter games. Love
it!

Great jobs devs! Thanks for delivering a huge punch for the price and giving gamers their moneys worth! On Steam these days,
that's saying something!

- Zaxx. meh, its ok.. very fun good game must get. Pretty good. If you played the prequel to this, it's nice to see the small nod at
the other okiya.. Asinine game design:

Complete all level objectives, including obtaining $2000 and reducing global trace level below 50%. Continue playing. Accrue
more than $5000 and spend money on huge firewall upgrade. Use large trace level buffer to hack hidden (bonus) servers.
Exhaust all options on this level and attempt to progress to next; cannot. Hit F2 and review level objectives again. Objectives for
obtaining money and reducing trace level are now marked incomplete. Cannot progress because elected to spend acquired
resources on better equipment and use low trace level for server exploration. Punished for playing too well. Refuse to replay
30-minute level; uninstall.

Play Street Hacker and mess around with mods for Uplink instead. Please someone make a truly amazing new hacking game.
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Aka the second best RTS that ever found it's way to consoles. The voice communication is accurate and pretty much the
defining feature of this game. Still a fun game! Just be prepared to use Hamachi. ghcvgcgh yay. Crash the game first 2 minute,
would not let me cast . Boat un controllable All around BAD time. Will un install now.. Cool game! It's quite short and takes a
bit of experimentation to get through, but it's fun.

I find that with many games like these I get irretrievably stuck on certain parts and have to rely on the Internet to see me
through.

Not so with this one; it's compact enough so that while you do have to put your mind to it, you don't need to solve a stupidly
complex mystery to progress.

I've noticed that some have experienced issues with the DJ scene. For what it's worth, I personally did not have any problems
with glitches.

Overall, a great game and well worth the $5.00 price tag, especially around Halloween.. So I was on the fence about this, being
concerend about the interace on this amazing board game. I finally decided to just give it a go. I gotta say, I'm really happy with
how this turned out. The visuals on pretty on point, the optics are fine. The UI is a bit much, but that's because there are a ton of
different options for this game. But be clear, this game is not for the feint of heart. It's a very dense game with a lot of different
ways to play it. The tutorial is more so there to teach you how to play the electronic version and isn't so much a break down of
how to play the game as a whole. There is an option to see the rules via a web browser, but this version was clearly meant for
people who are already fans and know how to play.

If you are a fan of the board game and are patient with adjusting with learning how to manage a digital version of the game, this
is for you. Highly recommended as a board game geek myself.. Ugh; this is like a simple game you'd expect to play on an iPad
or iPhone when you're looking to kill time. Pass.. Horrible Controls!!!!
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